November 12th – just four days before METSTRADE, the world’s largest international B2B trade
exhibition for the marine leisure industry, Genesis Technologies Marine is proud to announce the
official release of four new and greatly anticipated nexgentec (NGTC) products featuring Dante™.
This includes 2 new bridgeable 140-Watt amplifiers of only half a RU wide and 1 RU high - the 2
channel NGTC-2140PWR and the 4 channel NGTC-4140PWR. They have a 2 port lan interface with a
managed switch already integrated, so the integrator can now finally choose whether they prefer to
use 1 or 2 network cables, while still keeping separate VLANs for audio and control! This not only
provides maximum flexibility for new build projects, but it is especially useful for the many refit
projects where the number of cables available are limited. Here it can prevent the need for running
new cabling, with all the accompanying time and expenses involved. It also reduces the need in refits
to use up cables that were purposely placed for redundancy.
And there is now the new, bridgeable version of the NGTC-32140PWR, as well as its smaller sibling,
the NGTC-16140PWR. This means, if needed, double the power is available for a single speaker or
subwoofer. The non-bridgeable version of this amplifier is already the nr. 1 favorite on the
marketplace, since it’s (1RU wide and 2RU high) size is a revolutionary space and energy saver
compared to any other amplifiers that are currently available.
nexgentec is known for all its products, and in particular its amplifiers, being specifically designed
with the functionality and quality requested by the high-end marine market. This differentiates
nexgentec from all other network audio products manufacturers. If you would like to find out more
about the unique nexgentec feature set, and what sets it apart, this year’s show, you have the
opportunity to book a 15 minute, hands-on workshop about the nexgentec functionality and its
configuration.
Last but not least there is a revolutionary new break in box - the NGTC-BIB8-HDA. Previously, sources
such as Sonos™, Chromecast™, Apple TV™ audio, etc could only be connected to the Dante® network
with analogue break in boxes. Thanks to this cool new interface, fully digital conversion becomes
possible, which ensures perfect sound quality without any loss or distortion. It also solves any previous
difficulties with HDMI™ conversion.
Genesis Technologies Marine will be exhibiting at METSTRADE in Amsterdam from the 16th to the
18th of November, where they will have the whole nexgentec line on display, including a fully working
audio system based on the unique Software Defined Matrix (NGTC-SDM), Bluetooth® audio, with a
NGTC-BTI, surround sound processing with the NGTC-MCP4k, a NGTC-DSP, NGTC-CRBIBOB, NGTCTVI, a NGTC-32140PWR and the best features & functions available on the market today.
They kindly invite you to visit their stand nr 07.545 at the SuperYacht Pavilion (SYP) to experience
their innovative and complete nexgentec audio over IP solution, that can be the solid ‘backbone’ to
the most refined and robust audio-visual entertainment systems on any superyacht.

